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Edit Share It's like you've forgotten where you are, prisoner. You have some real guts though! With this spirit, you should have no problem with progress! If you have the right to continue your correctional work, we can give you more freedom in this prison. -Carolina and Justin to the main character, Persona 5 This article covers the information about the power of the confidant with
Caroline and Justin and the benefits featured in Persona 5. The main character can initiate the Power of the Trust on May 18, entering the velvet room at any time after the start of the mission at the Palace of Madaram. The requirements for the Power Of The Trustee rating are different from the standard Trustee, as they require the main character to bring certain characters with
certain skills. Twins are available at any time the main character can access the velvet room, and further confidant does not cause time to advance. The only limitation in the rating of the trustee is the level of the main character and resources in the form of available persons or funds. With the last request requiring the level of 51 Person, and keeping up with the enemies in the
palaces, this confidant can be completed, perhaps, the palace of Okumura soon. However, the main character will have to do some extra fusion instead of a set of shadows in palaces or Mementos, as some will require them to inherit skills from other individuals. In addition, the deadline of this trustee is through December 24, or rather, in the face of the Treasure Mementos in the
depths of the sanctuary Mementos. After entering the World of zlifoth and beyond, the main character cannot promote this Trustee, as he can only be initiated with the Guardians, not Lavenza. After entering the world of tliff at the Royal, the description of the trustee will change from Twin Wardens to Lavenza, and the trustee's badge will become Lavenza to reflect the changes.
The blue butterfly can also be seen passing by if the screen stays idle for some time. Skills Editing Source Rank Ability Description 1 Group Guillotine allows you to fuse three Persons to create a powerful new one. 3 Lockdown lets you leave Persona to learn the resistance of the attribute. 5 Guillotine Booster increases possible mergers of Personas in the Guillotine group. 8
Isolation allows you to learn stronger attributes resistance skills from Lockdown. MAX Special Treatment allows you to pay for the creation of a higher level personas. A group grade 1 ability description allows you to fuse 3 Personas to create powerful new ones. 3 Lockdown lets you leave Persona to learn the resistance of the attribute. 5 Special treatment allows you to pay for the
creation of a higher level personas. 8 Guillotine Booster increases possible mergers of Personas in guillotine group. MAX VIP Treatment reduces the amount of money needed for special treatment. Requests (edit the source of editing) Availability content can change the options presented below. Adjustment with changes in the same Individuals will see the same benefits. The
required Characters for rank 2-5 differ between Persona 5 and Persona 5 Royal. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Arkana Force is the eleventh (XI) arch tarot and can be started early in the game. Caroline and Justin are trustees of this social connection. Arcana Force represents the dynamics and contrasts between control, gentleness,
bravery and virtue against raw physical strength. Through your journey, ranking up the power of the arcane will provide you with fusion techniques and ways to strengthen your personalities. The twins can be found inside the velvet room and can spend time with you at any time, including when it rains. Ranks for this trustee all received from the acceptance and fulfillment of the
requests of the person. Double wardens will tell you what kind of person they want to see and what abilities they should have. We have prepared a guide for you on how to create said Personas below, sometimes with multiple merger combinations to choose from. You can start this social link on 5/18 and, technically, finish it on the same day if you so wish. There are no time limits
on it, other than to make it up to 12/23 and you can do a few rows a day. Since you rank through Persona queries, the dialogue options you get don't affect your progress rating. For Persona skills that are requested, some will be provided through merging, but others will require skill cards or strengthening/gallows to teach the fused persona requested skill. Request: Jack Frost
(Wizard) w/Mabufu Level Requirement: 11 Ability granted: Guillotine Group For this rank, you must be at least level 11. Since you'll already have rows with a trusted magician, it's very easy. Just fuse Berit (Hierophant) or Moca (Death) with Apsaras (Priestess) and Jack Frost automatically get Mabufu when it aligns when merging. All fusion personas can be obtained very early in
the game in the first palace. Request: Shiissa (Chariot) w/Frey Level Requirement: 16 Jack Frost (Wizard) Macami already has Frey's skill and your Shiissa can inherit it of your choice. Request: Matador (Death) w/ Magaru Level Requirement: 19 Opportunity Provided: Lockdown The first of two merger proposals is often much easier. However, if you don't have one of these two
Personas, the next method with the second pair can also work. A second fusion alloy will get your Matador, but Matador won't have the art you need just yet. You will need to either use a Magaru skill card that can be accidentally obtained (which makes this an unreliable method) or reinforce the Matador with the ability Igor provides you when visiting the velvet room for the first few
months. There is no set date when strengthening is granted to you, but it is quite early. Strengthen Matador with (The Wizard) or Sudama (Hermit), both of which can be obtained at the beginning of the game in the first or Mementos. Strengthening is random, so be sure to save before you try it so you can try again if you don't inherit the skill you want. Request: Flauros (Devil)
w/Tarukaja Level Requirements: 25 Flauros can only be merged through Advanced Fusion/Guillotine Group, meaning he has installed the Persona that is needed for it. Berit (Hierophant) - Andras (The Devil) - Eligor (Emperor) To get the skill you need, Level Andras to level 11, and he automatically recognizes it and Flauros will be able to inherit it. All three of these persons can be
obtained at the first palace or in Mementos. Request: Ame-no-Uzume (Lovers) w/ Dodge Psy Level Requirement: 29 Ability Granted: Guillotine Booster First Pair allows you to have a fused persona inherit a Dodge Psy from Kin-Ki as she learns to move to level 27. If you don't have a Sui-Ki, then fuse with another pairing and then strengthen with Level 27 Kin-Ki (Chariot) in the
hope of gaining the skill. Make sure you save before you do so. Request: Neko Shogun (Star) w/ Dekaja Level Requirements: 30 This requires an extended Fusion. Kodama (Star) - Sudama (Hermit) - Anzu (Hierophant)Strengthening with Orabas (Hierophant) or Flauros (Devil). Request: Lachesis (Fortuna) w / Tetraja level Requirements: 34 Strengthening with Clotho (Fortuna).
Request: Hecatoncheires (Hanging) w / Masukunda Level Requirement: 42 Ability Granted: Isolation Strengthening with Lily (Devil) or Toth (Emperor). Request: Errors (Fool) w/ Samarecarm Level Requirements: 49 errors can only be merged through Advanced Fusion. Pixie (The Lovers) and Pisaka (Death) and Hariti (Empress) The easiest way to do this is to get Hariti at level
41, as this is when she learns the necessary skills. Request: Seth (Tower) w/High Counter Level Requirements: 51 Opportunity Provided: Special Treatment Seth can only be merged through Advanced Fusion. Isis (Priestess) - Toth (Emperor) - Anubis (Judgment) - Gore (Sun) All Fusion Persona can be obtained in the fourth palace. Strengthen with Dakini (Empress) at level 52,
Hecatoncheires (Hanging), or Hope Diamond (Death). Once this social connection has been completed, you will discover the possibility of merging the ultimate Persona Power of the Arcan: Sau-Gugen. The Guillotine Group Description ability allows you to fuse three or personas to create powerful new ones. Lockdown lets you leave Persona to learn the resistance of the attribute.
Guillotine Booster increases possible mergers of Personas in the Guillotine group. Isolation allows you to learn stronger attribute resistance skills from Lockdown. Special treatment allows you to pay for the creation of higher-level persons. Persona 5 Royal introduces the opportunity to give Velvet Room warden twins Justin and Caroline a tour of Tokyo for the Mastery Card
Awards. Longtime Persona fans will remember special dates you could take Elizabeth in Persona 3, teach her about the human world, during which she will get some... interesting ideas about people before you give you an award. Looks like it's Decided to bring this back to Persona 5 Royal, as now you can take the adorable, cute, kind of scary Velvet Room warden twins on
special outlets in various parts of Tokyo. On the night of 6 to 6, you get a call from Justin and Caroline demanding your presence, which begins this mini quest where you babysit them in exchange for card skills. This is completely optional and has nothing to do with the progression of their actual rank confidant, but the cards they give you as a reward are pretty sweet, so be sure
to give them a tour when you get the chance. All you have to do is talk to Justin outside the velvet room door at night when they are available. Please note that you must have unlocked the places in question to accompany them there. In addition, unless otherwise stated, all exits are only available until 12/19. In chronological order, Warden Tour Locations: 1: Big Bang Burger
Availability: 6/6 and furtherUnlock: Maraghi, Mabufu 2: Sibuya Cinema Availability: 6/7 and furtherUnlock: By default, but you had to go to see a movie there at least once before taking twins there. Reward: Frey, Psi 3: Shibuya Gym (Squirrel Lovers) Availability: 6/15 and furtherUnlock: Chariot Confidant Rank 5.Reward: Apt Apprentice, Counter 4: Kanda Chapel Availability: 6/25
and furtherUnlock: Automatic at 6/25 OR after cleaning the Palace of Caneshiro, if done before 6/25.Reward: Samarecarm 5: Shinagawa Aquarium Availability: 7/26 and furtherUnlock: Reading Everyday Aquarium (unofficial translation, bought in the bookstore Sibuya after 7/17) OR during the optional Justice trustee exit on 7/29Reward: Masukukaja, Masukunda 6: Skytree
(Asakusa) Availability: 7/26 and further after the completion of the previous trip. Unavailable on rainy days. Unlock: Star rank 6, Lovers Rank 7, or Reading Shita-Machi Revival (reward from Mission Mementos Who Muscling in Yongen-Jaya, given to Mishima at 8/29) Reward: Tarukaja, Rakukaja, Sukukaja 7: Miura Beach Accessibility: 9/2 to 9/19 OR 9/19 to 9/29 after completion
Of Maid Cafe outing. Unavailable on rainy days. Unlock: History of progression at 8/29Reward: Rise 2 8: Akihabara Maid Cafe Availability: 9/19 and onwardsUnlock: By default, but you have to go to eat there at least once before taking twins there. Rewards: Tetraya, Decunda, Decade 9: Destiny (Mayhama) Availability: 10/1 and beyond. Unavailable on rainy days. Unlock: A Story
of Progression on 10/11 OR Reading Escort Theme Park (reward from Mission Mementos We're not just your slaves, given Mishima the day after the clean-up of the Palace Futaba OR 8/2 soon)Reward: Tetrakarn 10: Ueno Art Museum Availability: 10/1 to 11/3Unlock: Emperor rank3Reward: Regenerate 3 11: Leblanc Availability: 11/15 and furtherUnlock: Default: High Counter
12: Sibuya Underground Shopping Center Availability: 12/1 and further Re reply: Default: Heat Riser If you have completed all trips except Miura Beach (#7) and Ueno Art Art (#10) to 12/19, you'll get one final opportunity to hang out: Finale: Leblanc Attic Room Availability: 1/13 and furtherUnlock: DefaultReward: Enduring Soul NEXT: Persona 5 Royal - Complete Genshin Impact
Klee Banner Release Date - When Is Clee Banner Beginning? Related topics about author Corinne Bay (74 articles published) Read more from Coryrin Bay Bay persona 5 royal twins requests. persona 5 twins fusion requests
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